Cross Channel CONNECTIONS
Consolidated Graphic Communications

Achieve Your Marketing Target

MAKE MORE MONEY (LOTS MORE) BY DOING THIS
of the success of brands like Gucci
and Zappos. For these companies,
the emotional connection between
the customer and brand is not based
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Source: Motista, Inc. Cross–industry data from Motista’s proprietary
retail data collected from consumers and companies, 2016–18
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Increasing brand affinity takes a
little extra time and effort, but it
has lasting benefits—including
long-term customer retention
and higher profits—for you.

Let us help!
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W

hen developing the
strategy for your print
and digital marketing
campaigns, including your target
lists and messaging, think about
this: Once you have someone’s
heart, you’ve got their wallet.
Notice we didn’t say, “once you’ve
got their loyalty.” Loyalty can be
fickle. Consumers can be loyal
to brands for different reasons at
different times. One moment, they
are loyal because you have great
prices, but what happens when your
competitor starts handing out deals?
Or they are loyal because you are in
a convenient location, but then your
competitor offers free delivery?
Loyalty can change, but deep
emotional
connection can
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